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SETTING THE GLOBAL STANDARD

The LME’s responsible sourcing journey…

4Q17
Responsible
sourcing survey

3Q18
Pre-release
position paper

• Sent to all LME-listed
brands in Nov-17
• 55% response rate –
broad indication that
most brands already
working on RS
initiatives through
variety of routes, so
LME action would be
in line with market
practice

• Sent confidentially to
c.40 core RS
stakeholders for
initial views in Jul-18
• 16 responses helped
define LME proposal

4Q18
Position paper

2Q19
Consultation

25-Oct-19
Final requirements
announced

• Open from 5-Oct-18
– 30-Nov-18
• 39 responses
• Six core themes to
feedback

• Open from 23-Apr19 – 30-Jun-19
• 33 responses
• Responses from a
wide array of market
participants

• Extensive market
engagement
• Final rules now
public. Further
engagement with
producers underway
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…with three key drivers for action…
1. Ethical responsibilities
• The LME believes the industry has an ethical imperative to embrace principles of
responsible sourcing
• The LME is a seller’s option market, which means that a buyer of metal on the LME may
be delivered metal of any LME brand. The LME cannot accept a situation where
consumers are required to take delivery of metal which is not responsibly sourced

2. Commercial
• The fundamental service of the LME is to price metals and the LME price will generally be
the price of the least valuable brand in its brand lists
• The LME must act to ensure its price reflects the value of responsibly sourced metal, and
is not artificially depressed by metal which is not sourced in such a manner

3. Providing leadership
• The LME has listened to calls to take a leading role. These calls arose because the LME
can most efficiently promote a centralised process
• The LME will provide leadership in a way that leverages its knowledge of the market,
respects logistical challenges, builds on existing work, and provides appropriate support
to producers
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…centred around four key principles
Utilising twin tools of transparency and standards

Building on wellestablished work
in the sector

Four key
principles of
LME
responsible
sourcing

No discrimination
between large-scale
and artisanal / smallscale mining

Defining a pragmatic and clear process
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What did we learn from the consultation?

1

2

3

AVOID STIGMATISATION
AND PRIORITISE
HOLISTIC OECD
COMPLIANCE

RESPECT WORK TO
DATE ON
TRANSPARENCY

PROVIDE TIME FOR
SMALLER PRODUCERS
TO COMPLY

Concern that the LME
Red Flag Assessment
could unfairly focus
the market on red
flags, and stigmatise
those brands and / or
locations

The LME will now provide three routes through
which brands can demonstrate OECD compliance
so that all well-intentioned brands have a path to
market

Clear market feedback
that OECD Step 5
transparency
represents the
agreed global
standard, and should
be respected by the
LME’s proposals

LME Red Flag Assessment template will continue
to be available as a convenient route to meeting Step
5 requirements, but existing routes to Step 5
transparency (such as those in alignment-assessed
industry standards) will also be respected. The
LME will work with the OECD and stakeholders to
ensure the ongoing industry-wide development of Step 5
reporting best practices, including corruption risks from
large-scale mining

Concern that aggressive
compliance timelines
would advantage larger
producers with
extensive legal and
compliance capabilities,
and “freeze out” smaller
players

The LME will now provide more realistic
timelines for compliance, with full
engagement by 2022 and full compliance
by 2023

In addition, broad changes to detail on the basis of extensive
stakeholder engagement and feedback
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The LME framework and proposal

LME categorisation of existing initiatives

LME requirements

Internal or external
OECD-aligned standard

A

C

Audit

LME
review

Alignment
assessment

Translation
of guidance

Standards

Audit

Implementation

B

OECD
Guidance

Policy

Global
consensus

LME Red Flag
Assessment (“RFA”)

Producer
compliance

Brands
Step 5 reporting

Publish
RFA
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OECD five-step framework

Step 1

Establish strong company management systems

Step 2a

Identify risks in the supply chain

Step 2b

Assess risks of adverse impacts

Step 3

Design and implement a strategy to respond to identified risks

Step 4

Carry out independent third-party audit of supply chain due diligence

Step 5

Report on supply chain due diligence
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LME tracks to responsible sourcing compliance
Tracks to OECD compliance

Step 1
LME Red Flag Assessment (“RFA”)

Internal or external OECD-aligned standard
If red flags are identified or for voluntarily adoption of a standard

If no red flags are identified

Step 2a

A

B

C

RECOGNISED
ALIGNMENT-ASSESSED
STANDARD TRACK

AUDITED LME RFA
TRACK

PUBLISHED LME RFA
TRACK

OECD five-step framework

RFA reviewed by approved
auditor and Step 5 reporting

RFA reviewed by LME and
published

External review

LME RFA review

Step 5

Publish RFA
(phased timeline)

Update every year

Update every year

For voluntary
adoption of a
standard
when no red
flags
identified

Step 2b

Step 3

Step 4

Step 5
External

Internal

External standard
audit review
process

3rd party audit
review

LME review

LME review

Update per
requirements of
standard

Update on change
or every 3 years

Maximising routes to compliance for all segments of the market
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Track A: Recognised alignment-assessed standard process
Proposed standard

Alignment
assessment

Internal or external standard alignment
assessment by accredited assessor

Review and validation of alignment
assessment findings by LME

Standard approved

Standard published on LME website if
requested by standard owner

Standard implemented at LME brand,
including publication of Step 5 transparency

Brands
audit

Audit of compliance with standard

Review and validation of audit findings by
LME

•
•
•

Alignment assessment re-performed if either guidance or standards undergo material change
Alignment assessor not permitted to conduct standards audit for minimum of two years following alignment assessment
Audit process repeated as specified by standard body, and at least every three years for internal standards

Easiest model for producers already pursuing an OECD-aligned industry scheme,
providing audit assurance and OECD Step 5 transparency
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Track B: Audited LME RFA process
Complete LME Red Flag Assessment (“RFA”)

Yes

Are red flags
identified?

No

B

Submission to auditors

If necessary, auditor reverts
to producer for clarification

A

A
Auditor ratifies results
Auditor identifies red
flags, and reclassifies
brand to track A
Confirm on track A:
recognised alignmentassessed standard

LME review of audit
results

Confirm on track B:
audited RFA

Publish Step 5

Update RFA, repeat
audit, and update Step 5
annually

LME RFA template provides clarity around requirements, with assurance delivered
through audit and transparency through OECD Step 5 reporting
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Track C: Published LME RFA process
Complete LME Red Flag Assessment (“RFA”)

Are red flags
identified?

Yes

No

C

Submission to LME and LME review

If necessary, LME reverts to
producer for clarification

LME ratifies results

A
LME rejects results and
reclassifies brand to track A

Agree with LME
reclassification

Confirm on track C:
published RFA

Disagree with LME
assessment
Publish RFA
(phased timeline)

A

Dialogue and remediation
process with LME

Confirm on track A:
recognised alignmentassessed standard

Lowest cost model for producers, with LME oversight and a transparencybased approach centred around the LME RFA template

Update RFA, repeat LME
review, and republish
annually
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Timeline for implementation and compliance
Action

Tracks to OECD compliance
A: Recognised alignmentassessed standard track

B: Audited LME RFA track

C: Published LME RFA track

1 Jan 2021 to 31 Dec 2021

1 Jan 2021 to 31 Dec 2021

First reporting period

N/A
(reporting periods will be as prescribed
by standard)

First reporting date

30 Jun 2022
Submit confirmation will be
track A brand, and proposed standard

30 Jun 2022
Submit audit results

30 Jun 2022
Submit RFA template

Standard to be accepted as
recognised alignmentassessed standard

31 Dec 2022

N/A

N/A

Audit of brand to standard to
be completed

31 Dec 2023

N/A

N/A

Transparency

As prescribed by standard

31 Dec 2022
Step 5 reporting

31 Dec 2022 + 2023 – summary statistics
31 Dec 2024 + 2025 – anonymised reports
31 Dec 2026 onward – attributed reports

Update frequency

As prescribed by standard

RFA updated (with audit and Step 5
reporting) annually

RFA updated (with LME review and
publication) annually

ISO 14001 and OHSAS / ISO
45001 (or equivalent
certificates programmes)
certifications completion

NB: first year reporting period can be shortened to align with annual reporting of the
producer e.g. to cover period 1 Jan 2021 to 31 Mar 2021 only

31 Dec 2023
(Certification programmes to be accepted as equivalent certification programmes by this date)
(and updated on timeline prescribed by certification programmes)

An achievable timeline respecting in particular the
resourcing of artisanal and small-scale operators
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Phased transparency for LME RFA track

Publication date

RFA results

31-Dec-22

Y1

Summary statistics

31-Dec-23

Y2

Summary statistics

31-Dec-24

Y3

Anonymous versions

31-Dec-25

Y4

Anonymous versions

31-Dec-26

Y5 and onwards

Attributed versions

Ensures that track C brands are not disadvantaged compared with track A and B operators
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Disclaimer
© The London Metal Exchange (the “LME”), 2019. The London Metal Exchange logo is a registered trademark of The London Metal Exchange.
All rights reserved. All information contained within this document (the “Information”) is provided for reference purposes only. While the LME
endeavours to ensure the accuracy, reliability and completeness of the Information, neither the LME, nor any of its affiliates makes any warranty or
representation, express or implied, or accepts any responsibility or liability for, the accuracy, completeness, reliability or suitability of the Information
for any particular purpose. The LME accepts no liability whatsoever to any person for any loss or damage arising from any inaccuracy or omission in
the Information or from any consequence, decision, action or non-action based on or in reliance upon the Information. All proposed products
described in this document are subject to contract, which may or may not be entered into, and regulatory approval, which may or may not be
given. Some proposals may also be subject to consultation and therefore may or may not be implemented or may be implemented in a modified
form. Following the conclusion of a consultation, regulatory approval may or may not be given to any proposal put forward. The terms of these
proposed products, should they be launched, may differ from the terms described in this document.
Distribution, redistribution, reproduction, modification or transmission of the Information in whole or in part, in any form or by any means are strictly
prohibited without the prior written permission of the LME.
The Information does not, and is not intended to, constitute investment advice, commentary or a recommendation to make any investment
decision. The LME is not acting for any person to whom it has provided the Information. Persons receiving the Information are not clients of the
LME and accordingly the LME is not responsible for providing any such persons with regulatory or other protections. All persons in receipt of the
Information should obtain independent investment, legal, tax and other relevant advice before making any decisions based on the Information.
LME contracts may only be offered or sold to United States foreign futures and options customers by firms registered with the Commodity Futures
Trading Commission (CFTC), or firms who are permitted to solicit and accept money from US futures and options customers for trading on the LME
pursuant to CFTC rule 30.10.
In the event of any conflict or inconsistency between the Information and LME Policy on Responsible Sourcing of LME-Listed Brands (the “Policy”),
the Policy shall prevail. Recipients of the Information should consult the LME website for further information on the Policy.
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